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Other Conference papers:

Welcome to the Anthropocene? Sociological implications of an epochal shift
Paper presented at British Sociological Association Annual Conference, Manchester, UK, April 2017

Lurkers and the Fantasy of Persuasion in an Online Cultural Public Sphere
Paper presented at Språk & Politik (Language & Politics), Stockholm, Feb 2017

Gay the Right Way. Mundane queer flaming practices when discussing politics online
Paper presented at Ecrea, Prague, Nov 2016

Political Parties Social Media Practices in-between Elections in Sweden today
Paper presented at Ecrea, Prague, Nov 2016


The End of Media Logics? On Algorithms and Agency
Paper presented at the annual conference of the digital communication section of the German Association for Communication (DGPuK), Braunschweig, Germany, Nov 2016.

Lurkers, posters and power in an online cultural public sphere

Gay the Right Way Mundane queer flaming practices when discussing politics online


Gay the Right Way Mundane queer flaming practices when discussing politics online Paper presented at ICA2016, Fukuoka, Japan, June 2016


Social Media and Protest Participation in a Middle-Class Activist Demand. Connective Individualism, Expressive Issue-Engagement and Disciplined Updating Paper presented at ECREAs Communication and Democracy conference: Political Agency in the Digital Age. Media, Participation and Democracy, Copenhagen, October 2015


A Double-Edged Sword. Mobile phones and empowerment among market women in Kampala Paper presented at NordMedia, Copenhagen, August 2015

Picturing the Party: Instagram and Party Campaigning in the Swedish 2014 Elections Paper presented at NordMedia, Copenhagen, August 2015


Social media and networking power within a Swedish middle-class activist demand Paper presented at the conference Media Engagement, Lund, March 2015

Can the concept “political opportunity structure” inform M4D research?
Paper presented at the conference Social Media and Social Movements St Petersburg, Russia, September 2014

Social media, power and positionings in a Swedish middle-class activist demand
Paper presented at the conference Social Media and Social Movements St Petersburg, Russia, September 2014

Participation as a Pin.  Paper presented at the conference Reclaiming Participation, Zürich, Switzerland, May 2014

Understanding mEmpowerment in relation to marginalised groups
Paper presented at the conference M4D2014, Dakar, Senegal, April 2014

Social Media and Political Participation. Lessons from a ‘Failed’ Neighborhood Fight
Paper presented at World Social Science Forum 2013, Montreal, Canada, October 2013

Financial inclusion or social exclusion? Transacting social relations through mobile money in Uganda  Paper presented at DCC Ecrea Conference, Bonn, Germany, October 2013

Discussing Politics in an Online Gay Community
Paper presented at the conference Nordmedia, Oslo, August 2013

Political communication and methodology in the era of “Big Data”

Towards a Critical Study of Mobile Communication for Development.

Discussing Politics in an Online Gay Community
Paper presented at the conference Digital Media and Democracy, Copenhagen, May 2013

The Emergence of a New Media Logic. A Theoretical Approach
Paper presented at the conference Mediatization and New Media, Copenhagen, March 2013

Twitter and the public sphere. Political communication and methodological triangulations in the era of “Big Data”  Paper presented at the conference New Media and the Public Sphere, Copenhagen, November 2012

Internet-Based Activism, Privacy and Surveillance


E-Democracy From Above Paper presented at ECREA conference, Hamburg, Germany, October 2010


E-participation and iCitizens. Invited speaker to the conference Making Democracy Work in the Digital Age, Vilnius University, Lithuania, November 2009

Sustainability and Citizen Participation in the Digital Age – The Expressive Turn of Citizenship Paper presented at KSSPA (Karlstad Seminar on Studying Political Action), Karlstad University, October 2009


Habermas, Mouffe and Political Communication. A Case for Theoretical Eclectism
Paper presented at the NordMedia conference, Helsinki, Finland, August 2007

Understanding Civic Participation in Municipal Deliberative Practices. The Importance of Culture and Identity

Deliberation and Representative Democracy in Late Modernity. The Empirical Turn of Deliberative Democracy
Paper presented at the conference Deliberation and Democratic Governance, Score, Stockholm University, May 2007

Citizenship and Identity in Municipal Deliberative Practices. The Actively Engaged Parent as the Ideal Citizen

Becoming a Citizen. The Importance of Parenthood for Civic Engagement
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